Potatoes

Third graders know all about potatoes!

Varieties included: Blue potatoes, Yams, Sweet potatoes, Creamer potatoes

If we found a lot of golden potatoes, what did we learn?
They liked the way we treated them.
We planted more of them than any other type of potato.
One type of potato makes more than the other.

What did we learn about the vines on potatoes?
We should plant sweet potatoes and yams earlier because the vines were still green – not ready yet. The vines need to be dead looking and brown for the potatoes to be ready.

Do you know what quality and quantity mean?

**Quality** – How good something is.
Heavy is good quality
Light is not good, that would mean the potato is too dry
If they have cracks, they are not good
If they are bumpy and light, they are not good

**Quantity** – How many or how much.
85 creamers
48 baked potatoes
26 yams and sweet potatoes
11 blue potatoes
= 170 potatoes in all